A warm welcome to a CCS guest seminar on

**Disasters - Anthropological perspectives and current critical issues**

With Dr. Susanna Hoffman

When: Friday June 14 at 10.00-12.00
Where: Karlstad University, Risklab (21A259)

Susanna Hoffman (Ph.D. U.C. Berkeley) is a disaster anthropologist, author, co-author and editor of numerous books, articles and columns. Among her books are ANGRY EARTH 1 and 2 (Routledge, 1999 and 2019, co-edited with Anthony Oliver-Smith), DISASTER UPON DISASTER (Berghahn 2019, co-edited with Roberto Barrios) and COOLING DOWN: LOCAL RESPONSES TO CLIMATE CHANGE (forthcoming Berghahn, 2020, co-edited with Thomas Eriksen and Paulo Mendes). She initiated the Risk and Disaster Thematic Interest Group for the Society for Applied Anthropology and is founder and chair of the Risk and Disaster Commission for the International Union of Anthropology and Ethnographic Sciences. She was the first recipient of the Aegean Initiative Fulbright concerning the Greek and Turkish earthquakes and helped write the United Nations Statement on Women and Disasters.

No registration is required but as coffee will be served at the beginning of the seminar we would like to know how many will attend. Please let us know if you are coming by June 12.

More information:

Jenni Koivisto
jenni.koivisto@kau.se
072-9446382